MICROSTRUCTURE AND HARDNESS EVOLUTION OF CARBURIZED MILD STEEL
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to study the microstructure and hardness evolution of the carburized mild steel. The mild steel grade AISI 1020 was employed to be samples with dimension of 5 mm X 25 mm X 2 mm and then packed in the tightly sealed steel container where carburization environment was provided by using mixtures of powdered charcoal and tamarind catalysts. The pack carburizing was performed at carburizing temperature of 950 °C with fixed carburizing time of 2 hrs. The results indicate that pack carburization treatment can favor the formation of the hard phase, which can improve the hardness of samples. The appropriate microstructures of samples subjected to every stage determines the evolution of hardness profiles of the mild steel. The tempering process can improve the toughness of the carburized mild steel. Thus, it should be carried performed after quenching process.
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1. Introduction
Mild steel is tough, but ductile and malleable. Therefore, this material is often selected and applied in many different industries, for examples, automobile, shipbuilding, and transportation [1-2]. However, this materials is soft in nature. This means...
that the surface of this material is prone to the surface degradations, e.g. wear or local distortion [3-4]. Hence, the improvement in the hardness of the mild steel subjected such degradations is obviously in need. Nowadays, the heat treatment is a common way, which can be employed to improve the hardness of this steel. Usually, the hardness of this steel, especially at the surface, can significantly be increased if the appropriate microstructure from the heat treatment is obtained [1-4].

Pack carburizing is a heat treatment process, which is related to the addition of carbon to the surface of the mild steel to modify it to the high carbon containing steel, which can further be hardened to gain the increased hardness of the surface [5-6]. This method normally consists of three steps [7-8]. The first step is to pack mild steel parts in a sealed steel container for being exposed to the carbon- rich environment at the appropriate temperature with the certain holding time. The second step is to quench carburized steel parts in a cooling media to obtain the hardening effect. The final step is to temper the hardened steel parts for obtaining the desired conditions so that steel after pack carburizing can be hardened at surface, but the center of the steel remain is still tough and ductile. Usually, the hardness of the steel treated by the pack carburizing technique depends on the microstructures getting from every step. If the appropriate microstructures from each step of the carburizing is acquired, the desired properties of the carburized mild steel can be gained. Thus, the understanding in the evolution of microstructure and the hardness of the carburized mild is of great significance. Nevertheless, few studies have been carried out to gain the insight in the microstructure and hardness evolution of the carburized steel.

In this present work, microstructural evolution of carburized mild steel was analyzed. Hardness test was conducted to indicate the hardness evolution of mild steel during pack carburizing process. The comparison of the toughness of quenched and tempered mild steel was also offered. One aim of this research was to investigate the microstructure transition from the surface to core and the microstructure evolution during the carburizing process. The other aim is to study the change of the hardness of mild steel subjected to the pack carburizing process. Besides, the significance of the tempering process was also discussed.

2. Experimental procedures

The Material used for this work was the mild steel grade AISI 1020. The chemical composition of this mild steel is listed in Table 1. The mild steel grade AISI 1020 was prepared to be samples which have a rectangular cross section with dimensions of 5 mm X 25 mm X 2 mm, as depicted in Figure 1(a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Chemical Compositions of mild steel used in this experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Element</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1  Prepared specimens: (a) sketch of specimens, (b) the enlarged view of “A” and positions where hardness and microstructure were measured

The microstructural and hardness evolution were performed at the area labelled “A”, as shown in Figure 1(a). The microstructure and hardness investigation were performed at every 0.5 mm and 0.2 mm from the surface of the samples, as schematically explained in Figure 1(b).

For the pack carburizing treatment performed in this study, the samples were embedded in a tight container which was made of carburized steel. The container was tightly sealed with clay to make sure that CO from the reaction cannot be escaped. The power charcoal mixed with tamarind catalysts was used to prepare the carbon-rich atmosphere in the steel container. In this experiment, pack carburized treatment was composed of three following sub-processes: carburizing process at temperature of 950 °C with the holding time of 2 hrs., rapid cooling process in water, and tempering process at 150 °C for 1 hr. All of temperature and time conditions are advised by the heat treatment guide of steel [9]. As-received samples and treated samples from each sub-process were taken out for microstructure and hardness investigation, as schematically shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2  Schematic diagram for the investigation of the sample conditions
The light optical microscopy was utilized to explore the insight in the microstructure evolution of the carburized steel samples in each carburizing stage. The hardness evolution of mild steel subjected to the carburizing process was conducted by using Micro vicker hardness test model MHT-2. Another set of samples, sized at 1 cm x 1 cm x 5.5 cm with a 2 mm deep U-shaped notch at the middle of a specified flat surface, was also prepared for the pack carburizing treatment and then subject to the charpy V-notch impact test. This test was assigned to indicate the toughness of the quenched samples and tempered samples.

3. Results and discussions

3.1 The microstructural evolution of carburized mild steel

Figure 3 exhibits the microstructural evolution of carburized steel in every stage of pack carburizing process and microstructure transition taking place from the surface to the center of samples. Clearly, AISI 1020 without pack carburizing or as received samples contains mixtures of pearlite and ferrite. After AISI 1020 was subjected to carburizing process, its microstructure is altered to be pearlite at the surface. However, when the distance from the surface increased, the amount of pearlite decreased but the amount of ferrite increased. It is also clear that the microstructure at the center contained low pearlite fraction and high ferrite fraction. This finding indicates that the greatest carbon content should occur at the surface, but as the distance from the surface increased, the carbon content became lower, attributing to the formation of ferrite-pearlite microstructures. After quenched, the microstructure at the surface became fine martensite with the distribution of precipitated carbides (white). As the distance from the surface increased, the amount of martensite decreased, but the amount of ferrite increased. The area whose distance from the surface is greater than 1 mm shows the low martensite and high ferrite fraction. The highest ferrite and the lowest martensite fraction was found at the center of sample. This observation suggests that the highest carbon at the sample surface can be transformed to fine martensite and the excess of carbon favored the formation of carbides. The carbon content would be lower as the distance from the surface increased, especially at the center of the sample, contributing to the decreased martensite fraction and the increased ferrite fraction.

After tempered, the sample surface containing the coarse martensite without the presence of carbide formation. The amount of martensite decreased with increasing the distance from the surface. The microstructure at the center also exhibited the martensite-ferrite structure.
3.2 The hardness evolution

Figure 4 shows the hardness evolution of samples with different treatment conditions. As-received sample containing mixtures of pearlite and ferrite shows the lowest hardness profile. After carburized, samples show the higher hardness at the surface and then the decreased hardness with increasing the distance below surface. This result indicates that the surface of carburized sample contained the highest carbon content, which can be transformed to be pearlite as shown in Figure 3. Thus, the formation of pearlite contributes to the increased hardness at the surface. The decreased hardness as the distance below surface increases reflects the decreased carbon content which subsequently promote the formation of more ferrite. Hence, the increased amount of ferrite attributes to the decreased hardness profile of carburized samples. Samples which are carburized and quenched show the highest hardness at the surface. This means that the surface containing highest carbon content is transformed into the martensite and carbides after quenching process, as previously shown in Figure 3. The decreased hardness profile indicates the presence of mixture martensite and ferrite. The greater the distance below the surface is, the less the martensite content becomes. Therefore, the increased amount of martensite and the increased amount of ferrite are responsible for the decreased hardness profile. Samples after carburization, quenching and tempering displays the high hardness profile, but the hardness from the surface to 1 mm is lower than that of quenched samples. The result from Figure 3 shows that the transformation of fine martensite to coarse martensite after the tempering process is carried out. In addition, no carbide precipitation is detected in the surface of tempered samples. So, the presence of coarse martensite and the absence of the carbide precipitation causes the decreased hardness from the surface to 1 mm of tempered samples. This observed result obviously displays the role of the tempering process on the pack carburizing process of AISI 1020 by modifying the hard phase composed of coarse martensite and...
carbide precipitation to the soft phase, fine martensite without precipitated carbides. In order to understand the significance of the tempering process, the toughness test (charpy impact test) of the quenched samples and tempered samples is provided in Figure 5.

**Figure 4**  Hardness evolution of carburized steel

**Figure 5**  Impact test of quenched samples (Blue) and tempered samples (Red)
Figure 5 exhibits the results from the impact test of quenched samples and tempered samples. Basically, toughness means the ability of materials to absorb energy and plastically deform before the fracture. From Figure 5, the toughness of tempered samples is higher than that of quenched samples, meaning that the tempering process added after quenching process can improve the toughness. This kind of results has also been agreeable with several pioneer works. A. Oyetunji et al. [3] indicated the ductility of the low carbon steel after carburization can be improved with the tempering process. J.P. Wise et al. [7] suggested that the tempering process increased the ductility, which was useful for the carburized steel subjected to the fatigue. Therefore, applying the tempering process promotes the formation of the coarse martensite and the dissolution of precipitated carbides, resulting in the improvement of the toughness of AISI 1020 after submitted to the carburizing and quenching.

4. Conclusion

The main conclusions drawn from the results of this work are as follows.

- The pack carburizing treatment can modify the low carbon steel to the high carbon containing steel, which subsequently enhance the hardenability of this material, especially at the surface of samples.

- The variation of the microstructure from the surface to the core indicates the difference in carbon content in samples. The greatest carbon content occurs at the surface, contributing to the formation of the hardest phase, martensite. However, as the distance from the surface increases, the carbon content decreased, resulting in the presence of the softer phases, i.e. Ferrite.

- The microstructure of samples subjected to every stage of the treatment corresponds to the variation of the hardness. Thus, the presence of the appropriate microstructure in each step of the treatment determines the evolution of hardness profiles of AISI 1020.

- The tempering process favored the formation of the coarse martensite and the dissolution of precipitated carbides, thus improving the toughness of AISI 1020 after the carburizing and quenching.
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